
This 8-day adventure takes you into the 
heart of Antarctica to see the Emperor 
Penguins. Then its to the lowest point 
on earth - the South Pole! 
 
Price per person : 58,000 euros 

An eight-day experience that 

takes you into the heart of 

Antarctica in comfort and style. 
 

Price per person : 38,400 euros 



 

Flying in from Cape Town, South Africa you will cross 

the multitude of icebergs and watch the night turn into 

day as we pass into 24 hrs sunshine. 

After touching down in Antarctica, you 

will be transferred by 4x4s to our 

luxury camp perched on the edge of a 

frozen lake overlooking a 200 foot ice 

wall. The camp itself is totally unique, 

fusing old world luxury and high tech 

performance. It is also powered by 

solar energy and run on strict 

ecological guidelines. 

With only 12 clients on each adventure and professional polar 

explorers as your guides, the day’s itineraries are tailored to 

each individual. They can be as relaxed or adventurous as you 

want. You don’t need to be an athlete to come with us, only in 

normal physical condition. 



 

With only 12 clients on each adventure and professional 
polar explorers as your guides, the day’s itineraries are 
tailored to each individual. From gentle treks and picnics 
over looking the ice waves, to more adrenalin fueled 
activities, such as kite-skiing and ice climbing. Our 
philosophy is that you do as much or as little as you want. 
At the beginning of the adventure, we first fly 2hrs along 
the coast to an Emperor penguin colony of over 3,000 
breeding pairs and their newly hatched chicks. You will be 
the only tourists at the colony, with the chicks waddling 
right up to you. It is one of the greatest thrills on earth to 
witness such a rare and secluded wildlife spectacle. 

With gentle treks and picnics overlooking the ice waves, you will 

have all the time in the world to truly explore this great 

wilderness. Then, for those searching for more adrenalin, our 

guides can push you as far as you want to go; from kite-skiing 

around camp to ice climbing up virgin peaks. Put simply: the 

landscape is as big as your imagination. 

The highlight of the adventure is flying 2.5hrs along the coast 

to an Emperor penguin colony of over 3,000 breeding pairs. 

You will sit in wonder as the chicks waddle right up to you, 

their parents equally inquisitive to these strange newcomers to 

their icy land.  It is one of the greatest thrills on earth to 

witness such a rare and secluded wildlife spectacle. After that, 

there is the option to drive about 1hr from our camp to a small 

mountain range. In this stunning landscape, we ski tour around 

the base of the mountains, even reaching the summit under 

the expert leadership of our guides. This adventure is as 

uncompromising as it is genuine. It is a bespoke experience 

that delves deep into Antarctica’s hidden interior. 



 

Then, we fly to the South Pole - the holy grail 

of the early explorers and the lowest point on 

earth. It is a 2,400km flight over unexplored 

mountain ranges and the mighty High Polar 

Plateau. 

Price: 38,400 euros per person 

Clients: 12 max on each departure 

fitness: no specific level required 

Flight time: 5.5hrs to Antarctica 

INCLUDED 
1. Airport collection in Cape Town and transfer to your hotel. 

2. Safety briefing in Cape Town. 

3. Return flight to Antarctica (inc. a 30kg baggage allowance). 

4. All accommodation, food and drink (including all alcohol) 

in Antarctica. 

5. All guiding fees, support of field guides and logistics staff. 

6. The use of certain items of polar clothing, as denoted on 

equipment list. 

7. Flight to Emperor penguin colony. 

8. Payment by White Desert Ltd of a ‘Carbon Tax’ for 

offsetting emissions created by all logistics associated with 

Antarctic travel. We will also pay to offset your flight to Cape 

Tow International from anywhere in the World. 

EXCLUDED 
1. Commercial flights to and from Cape Town, South Africa 

2. Accommodation and meals whilst in Cape Town (Please 

note, these can be organized through our Cape Town office). 

3. Polar clothing. (Please note, these items can be purchased 

on your behalf by a member of White Desert team.) 

4. Comprehensive insurance cover. (White Desert staff can 

advise you as to the right kind of cover required.) 

5. Additional expenses incurred in Cape Town due to any 

delay. 

6. Additional baggage costs over the agreed amount. 

7. Cost of the use of a satellite phone whilst in Antarctica. 



 

INCLUDED 

1. Airport collection in Cape Town and transfer to your hotel. 

2. Safety briefing and cocktail party in Cape Town. 

3. Return flight to Antarctica (inc. a 30kg baggage allowance). 

4. All accommodation, food and drink (including all alcohol) in 

Antarctica. 

5. All guiding fees, support of field guides and logistics staff. 

6. The use of certain items of polar clothing, as denoted on 

equipment list. 

7. Payment by White Desert Ltd of a ‘Carbon Tax’ for offsetting 

emissions created by all logistics associated with Antarctic travel. 

We will also pay to offset your flight to Cape Town International 

from anywhere in the World. 

EXCLUDED 

1. Commercial flights to and from Cape Town, South Africa 

2. Accommodation and meals whilst in Cape Town (Please 

note, these can be organized through our Cape Town office). 

3. Polar clothing. (Please note, these items can be purchased 

on your behalf by a member of White Desert team.) 

4. Comprehensive insurance cover. (White Desert staff can 

advise you as to the right kind of cover required.) 

5. Additional expenses incurred in Cape Town due to any 

delay. 

6. Additional baggage costs over the agreed amount. 

7. Cost of the use of a satellite phone whilst in Antarctica. 

FULL  ITINERARY * This itinerary is entirely subject to weather conditions in Antarctica and is meant as a day-by-day 

guide of what clients can expect. Exact dates and types of plane may vary. 

DAY BEFOR E 

DEPART URE 

Arrive in Cape Town South 

Africa. You will have a safety 

briefing at our White Desert 

offices to check all your 

equipment and get to know the 

other guests on your adventure. 

DAY ONE 

With the official destination registered 

as “Unknown International Airport” we 

fly to Antarctica (5.5 hours) crossing 

the thousands of icebergs spread 

across the Southern Ocean. Halfway 

through the flight, we cross into the 

polar circle and into 24hrs continuous 

daylight. Landing on the specialist ice 

runway, you transfer to our camp in 

polar modified 4X4s and settle in. 

There is a trek under the ice fall in the 

afternoon and an evening 

presentation. 

 

DAY TWO 

Based at White Desert’s ‘Whichaway’ 

Camp, our guides will suggest a 

number of activities to do each day 

and you can do as much or as little as 

you like. From gentle treks to the 

incredible ice waves, to kite-skiing, ice 

climbing and even abseiling down the 

face of huge nunataks! 

 

DAY THREE 

We explore the ice waves beneath our 

camp, delving into the series of ice 

tunnels that are as surreal as they are 

beautiful. The day ends with a visit to 

the nearby Russian science base to 

learn more about their work, followed 

by a genuine Russian sauna! 

DAY FOUR 

We fly two hours across Antarctica, 

providing immense views of the high 

polar plateau before landing at the 

Emperor Penguin colony. You will be 

the only people to witness this 

incredible wildlife spectacle and able 

to get up close and personal to these 

real life stars of “March of the 

Penguins”. 

 

DAY FIVE 

Today is an easier day with talks 

from our polar explorer staff about 

some of the lesser known history of 

Antarctica and their world record 

breaking expeditions. Then, its time 

for kite skiing around camp, followed 

by a trek to the high point of the 

Oasis and magnificent views out to 

the icebergs on the coast. 

 

DAY SIX 

We drive in the 4x4s to a largely 

unexplored mountain range about 

1.5hrs from our camp. Amongst 

towering formations of rock and 

guided by our expert team of polar 

explorers, you can ski where few 

have been before and even reach the 

summit of a mountain. 

DAY SEVEN 

We drive to an area named 

“Neverland” and, using ropes, 

walk on the edge of a 200ft cliff 

overlooking the magnificent ice 

waves. 

 

DAY EIGHT 

The flight out of Antarctica will be 

the last of your unforgettable 

Antarctic memories before you 

delve back into the noise and heat 

of Africa. You will be transferred to 

your hotel where you will have a 

chance to relax in a hot bath and 

think back to your 

Antarctic adventure! 



 


